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Critical capital: Cultural studies, the critical disposition and critical 

reading as elite practice 

In Distinction, Pierre Bourdieu famously proposes the concept of an ‘aesthetic 

disposition’: a capacity to conceive the world in terms of form rather than 

function. Acquired through education, this disposition serves as a key marker of 

cultural privilege. Building on subsequent critical discussions regarding the 

applicability of aesthetic disposition (or lack of) beyond Bourdieu’s own context, 

I argue that in the contemporary cultural context, formal appreciation has been 

supplanted by critical reading as a marker of a privileged and educated 

orientation towards culture and that this ‘critical disposition’ is directly relevant 

to the project of cultural studies. Addressing the importance of critical reading in 

new venues of cultural criticism, I argue that the elevation of critical over formal 

orientations towards culture speaks to the success of certain forms of cultural 

studies, but also threatens to associate critique with privilege in ways that 

undercut its emancipatory promise. 

Critique: popular culture; cultural studies; disposition; Pierre Bourdieu; 

education; privilege  

 

Critique is far from the exclusive property of the academy. Beyond the walls of the 

university, multiple forms of ‘vernacular critique’ are frequently practiced by a wide 

range of people who—although they may not frame them as such—make use of the 

tools of critique in order to navigate their way through the political, cultural and social 

complexities of the media-saturated culture of the twenty-first century (Acland 2011, p. 

33). One sphere in which the rise of vernacular critique is increasingly apparent is with 

regards to popular culture, where explicitly politicised forms of critique are increasingly 

adopted as the basis of interpretive practice. Through this lens, texts are no longer 

encountered as simply stories or artistic constructions: they are also thorny knots of 

power, meaning, identity and privilege. In many ways this situation constitutes a victory 
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for critically-orientated fields of study such as cultural studies: evidence of often over-

looked influence and even impact beyond the classroom. Thus conceived, vernacular 

critique stands as an inspirational line between the lecture theatre and the wider world 

that speaks to some of the most fundamental aspirations and deep-set anxieties of 

cultural studies as an intellectual project committed to improving the world. However, 

as is so often the case with the movement from the rarefied spaces of academia to the 

pragmatic and popular spaces of the everyday, the transition of critique has also 

constituted a transformation of its function, which has in turn introduced questions of 

power and privilege that potentially disrupt the emancipatory aspirations that underpin 

critical practice.  

At the heart of this unanticipated mutation in the social function of critique is 

what I call, following Pierre Bourdieu, the ‘critical disposition’i. This term intentionally 

parallels Bourdieu’s famous and somewhat controversial positing of an “aesthetic 

disposition”: a formalist orientation towards culture whereby privileged groups 

demonstrate and thereby reassert their social power. It is now widely argued that 

cultural elites no longer exercise distinction according to the strict terms of the aesthetic 

criteria laid out by Bourdieu: instead, the new sociological orthodoxy suggests elites 

have adopted a form of omnivorousness, cosmopolitan consumption and that acts of 

consumption have lost much of their power to signal social distinction. Contrary to that 

position, however, I will argue that social and cultural elites still mobilise their 

engagement with culture as a marker and medium of social power, but that the rules by 

which they do so have substantially changed: they now do so in terms that draw upon 

critical, rather than historically dominant formal, textual methods. On the basis, I argue 

that even as the desirability and even viability of critique as an analytic mode has come 

under increasing scrutiny in the academy (see Latour 2004, Boltanski 2011, Hay 2013, 
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Felski 2015, Anker and Felski 2017), the practice of vernacular critique as a cultural 

reading practice has come to play an increasingly visible role in the wider consumption 

and discussion of popular culture.  

Moreover, I will suggest that this new situation is not just of interest to cultural 

studies, nor is it just a problem for cultural studies, but rather can also be conceived of 

as a problem of cultural studies, insofar as it constitutes an unforeseen and potentially 

unwelcome mutation in cultural studies’ critical project born of the field’s success and 

influence beyond the academy. These new manifestations of critique threaten to 

mobilise the critical project in the service of distinction: as an exercise of privilege that 

distinguishes between those who have access to cultural criticism as a mode of 

interpretation and those who do not. Thus, while the advent of critique as a mode of 

wider cultural consumption might well mark a welcome shift in popular cultural 

politics, the particular tendencies of the critical disposition are an example of how 

critique may become compromised and even counterproductive when it is unreflexively 

caught up in wider structures of unheeded privilege and power.  

Dispositions, distinction and educated privilege 

The idea of a disposition emerges in Bourdieu’s work as a specific manifestation of the 

‘habitus’: the internalisation of individual and class histories in the body as cultural 

equipment that generates and organises ways of living and understanding that are 

adaptable and dynamic, but un-thought (1990, p. 52-4). In particular, disposition refers 

to the interpretive aspects of the habitus: ‘the subjective bias of … perception and 

appreciation’ (Bourdieu 1993, p. 64). Dispositions are therefore best understood as 

describing how a subject is inclined, by function of their background, to interpret the 

world around them. Elsewhere, Bourdieu characterises these orientations towards 

culture as “embodied cultural capital”: a way of being in the world that enables a 
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subject to maximise their “scholastic yield from educational action” (1986, p.244). The 

concept finds its fullest development, however, in the first chapter of Distinction—

Bourdieu’s work most frequently evoked in Anglo-American contexts (Guillory 1993, 

p. 331)—where it is discussed as a ‘mode of perception’ that speaks to both what 

objects or texts one might find ugly, interesting or beautiful, and how one is predisposed 

to engage with them: be it in aesthetic, ethical or other terms (1984, p. 28-30). 

Dispositions are thus concerned with the interrelation of taste and interpretation. Like 

habitus as a whole, dispositions are not rational or reflexive, but instead are determined 

by one’s history. As such, the idea of disposition is built on the assumption that the 

rationale behind the means and ways of cultural consumption is not rational or reflexive 

but is instead a product of a subject’s history.  

The concept of disposition has been often downplayed, even overlooked, in 

subsequent applications of Bourdieu’s theory of taste and social segmentation, which 

have tended to take the form of empirical and particularly quantitative studies of 

consumption (Lamont 2012, p.233; Lizardo and Skiles 2008, p.492). However, the 

concept of disposition is absolutely fundamental to Bourdieu’s account of distinction, 

which is less about what cultural goods are consumed than how they are consumed. 

Thus, he writes that “it is rarely possible to deduce the social use from the thing itself … 

it is necessary to attend, for example, to ways of photographing and ways of cooking” 

(1984, p.21). Bourdieu identifies two main forms of disposition which are constituted in 

opposition to one another: the first he refers to as the aesthetic disposition or ‘pure 

gaze’; the second is alternately named as the barbarous, naïve or popular disposition. 

The ‘aesthetic disposition’ is a formalist orientation in the Kantian tradition of 

disinterestedness (Kant 2000, p.90-1). It names a capacity to conceive not only works of 

art and culture, but also the wider world, in terms of form over function: to encounter 
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objects in a detached manner that prioritises aesthetic questions of presentation or 

representation over any immediately accessible or easy engagement with that which is 

represented (1984, p. 28-9). Encountered through the aesthetic disposition, anything and 

everything can be experienced in terms of form akin to a work of art. Office furniture, 

news reportage, the evening meal: all become acceptable subjects of formal analysis and 

contemplation. The aesthetic disposition is thus constituted by the refusal of the 

immediate, human demands of the everyday world in favour of sensual, formal 

appreciation(1984, p. 4-5).  

Crucially, however, disposition is about more than just interpreting cultural 

objects and the world in different ways: it is also inherently tied to questions of power 

and privilege. While a disposition may seem natural and obvious to those who bear it, it 

is fundamentally shaped by a subject’s educational experience: a disposition can 

therefore be thought of as an interpretive orientation shaped by privilege via the 

mediating function of education (1984, p. 18, 23-5, 63-7). Such education is not evenly 

distributed throughout the population . Rather an encounter with education sufficient to 

cultivate the aesthetic disposition requires what Bourdieu refers to as ‘distance from 

necessity’: freedom from economic urgency, such that life is not a struggle to simply 

provide for oneself and one’s family (1984, p. 53-4). To see the world in this way, a 

subject must experience, Bourdieu suggests, ‘the early frequenting of museums and the 

prolonged exposure to schooling’ (1993, p. 256). Consequently, the aesthetic 

disposition emerges out of ‘the rather particular properties of an experience which is the 

product of privilege, that is, of exceptional conditions of acquisition.’ (1993, p. 256) 

Economic privilege thus provides the opportunity for subjects to cultivate particular 

ways of interpreting and being in the world. In this relation we can see ‘the dependence 

of the aesthetic disposition on the past and present material conditions of existence 
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which are the precondition of both its constitution and its application’ (1984, p. 53). 

Education, then, provides the language, references and context a subject needs in order 

to be able to engage the world in terms of the aesthetic disposition. That is to say the 

acquisition of an aesthetic disposition does not happen by chance or breeding: it is a 

product of a privileged upbringing. Consequently, to perform a reading informed by the 

aesthetic disposition is to demonstrate, and arguably perpetuate, one’s social privilege 

(Johnson 1993, p. 23-4). Disposition thereby functions as an indirect expression of 

social status and a means by which cultural distinction is secured. 

The decline of aesthetics and the importance of disposition 

There are, however, some problems with this model and the straight line in draws 

between modes of cultural consumption and socio-political power. Indeed, since the 

original publication of Distinction, critics and revisionists of Bourdieu have questioned 

his prioritisation of the aesthetic disposition as a primary manifestation of privilege, 

especially beyond the time and space of 1960s France. Bourdieu himself partially notes 

this latter point in the preface to the English-language edition, where he fears readers 

will find his book ‘very French’ (1984, p. xi). Accordingly, a wide range of 

commentators have argued that even if Bourdieu’s model of distinction ever functioned 

as straightforwardly and directly as his account suggest—where particular forms of taste 

act as markers of social privilege—those social structures that align taste with privilege 

with power are not applicable outside the context of the original study. For example, 

American sociologists have argued that given the limited reach of high art in the USA, 

Bourdieu’s model has little explanatory power in that context (Holt 1998, p.6) 

Elsewhere, Tony Bennett has lead two large studies – in Australia in the mid-90s and 

the UK in the early 2000s – the results of which have been thought to challenge any 

uncomplicated assumption of formal aesthetics as a marker of class and any 
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straightforward correspondence between class and cultural consumption in those 

contexts (Bennett, Emmison and Frow 1999, Bennett et al. 2009). Writing with regard 

to the UK context, Bennet et al. argue that ‘only the older middle classes retain a 

distinct status-orientated approach, whereby it is “proper” for the respectable middle 

classes to like particular kinds of art and culture. The younger middle classes seek to 

throw off this stuffy image, embracing less socially divisive identities’ (2009, p. 178). 

These findings align with a parallel on-going argument conducted under the sign 

of ‘omnivorousness’ which contends that privilege maps onto an eclectic and wide-

ranging form of cultural consumption, rather than a narrow interest in what is deemed 

legitimate culture (Lizardo and Skiles 2012; Peterson 1997, 2005; Petersen and Kern 

1996). The widespread success of the omnivorousness thesis has been thought to call 

into question the stratifying function of distinction and taste, because privileged groups 

no longer restrict their cultural consumption to the narrow boundaries of sanctioned 

cultural forms: they are as likely to enjoy sitcoms, rock music and hamburgers as they 

are to subsist on a refined diet of, say, opera, abstract expressionism and fine dining. 

Consequently, a number of commentators have concluded that culture is not 

meaningfully hierarchized (Lamont 2012, p. 233) and that distinction therefore no 

longer functions as an effective form of social stratification as argued by Bourdieu (see 

Friedman et al. 2015, p. 1-2).  

And, yet, to understand distinction solely in terms of cultural access and 

choice—the predominant assumption driving the large scale projects of leading post-

Bourdiesian cultural studies scholars like Bennett and Frow (Frow 1996, p. 27-8, 

Bennett, Emmison and Frow 1999, p. 11)—is to miss the important role that 

dispositions play in the attribution of distinction. While the separation of culture into 

high and low realms, each composed of sets of certain cultural objects, is certainly an 
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important manifestation of the privilege of distinction, this cultural hierarchy does not 

exhaust its socio-political function. Instead, as the concept of disposition makes clear, 

taste and distinction are not simply a question of what one consumes, but how one 

consumes it. While to seek out and enjoy sanctioned cultural forms is certainly a mark 

of privilege, in Bourdieu’s words, ‘nothing is more distinctive, more distinguished, than 

the capacity to confer aesthetic status on objects that are banal or even common … or 

the ability to apply the principles of a “pure” aesthetic to the more everyday choices of 

everyday life’ (1984, p. 5). The aesthetic disposition does not simply confer upon 

subjects the ability engage with privileged cultural objects: it also provides a means 

whereby subjects can display their privilege while engaging with all manner of works. 

Appreciating the proper function of the aesthetic disposition thus demonstrates how 

‘expressions of omnivorousness are actually entirely compatible with a Bourdieuisian 

framework, and simply represent the transposability of the aesthetic disposition to 

cultural objects not originally produced with an aesthetic intention’ (Friedman et al. 

2015, p. 2).  

The suggestion that changing consumption patterns are evidence of the decline 

of distinction is premised on a profound misreading of Bourdieu, for whom it was not 

the collection of cultural goods that constituted the most form of cultural capital, but 

rather the mode of interpretation (Lizardo and Skiles, 2015 p.99-101; 2012, p.491-4). If 

we wish to explore how modes of distinction and cultural capital have changed we 

should not therefore look to patterns of consumption, but rules of interpretation. The 

power of distinction is not just the question of access and choice that it is sometimes 

reduced to. Instead, any investigation of the social power of distinction needs to take 

into account not only what cultural forms are being consumed, but how they are being 

consumed, framed and discussed. Not simply what culture one consumes, but also how 
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one encounters and interprets culture is utterly bound up with education, power and 

privilege.  

Charting Changing Modes of Interpretation 

One of the possible reasons why a concern with disposition as a marker of 

distinction has fallen from scholarly favour is because it is very difficult—perhaps even 

impossible—to directly empirically chart the ways in which social groups interpret 

culture on a large scale (as opposed to simply cataloguing their consumption choices). 

Omar Lizardo argues, for example, that unlike the quantifiable practices of conspicuous 

consumption, the aesthetic disposition is “only verifiable (and thus exploitable) in 

conversation” (2008, p.5). Cataloguing the distribution of disposition would therefore 

require not only the widespread collection of incredibly detailed qualitative data, but 

also rely upon the researcher’s ability to access the embodied, internalized, and deeply 

habitual modes of cultural interpretation of research subjects. Therefore, while limited 

studies of this sort are possible (see Holt 1998), they are rare. Bourdieu’s own work on 

the aesthetic and popular dispositions is illustrative of this difficulty. While he gathers 

copious data on consumption preferences, his conceptualisation of how dispositions 

work is more dependent on close theoretical reading of an eclectic set of cultural 

commenters and critics—Erwin Panofsky, Ortega y Gasset, Suzanne Langer, Virginia 

Wolf and Plato (28-35)—rather than through recourse to detailed data. As Tony Bennet 

notes:  

When considering practices of cultural consumption, Bourdieu’s attention focuses 

on the activities of a range of mediating agencies involved in shaping tastes via 

their action on the habitus. These agencies range from the institutions of 

consecration and legitimation which organize aesthetic hierarchies and cultivate 

particular aesthetic capacities, those of the ‘pure gaze’ for example (2010, p. 107) 
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Bourdieu’s fundamental account of how culture is consumed thus remains interpretive 

rather than empiricalii: in this exercise he is more a cultural theorist than a sociologist.  

Following Bourdieu, then, in the absence of quantitative evidence of 

dispositions, one way to attend to shifting modes of cultural interpretation is through an 

investigation of  culturally-sanctioned forms of cultural criticism. Reviewers and 

cultural critics are key examples of what Bourdieu refers to a “cultural intermediaries”: 

a group that “mediat[e] how goods (or services, practices, people) are perceived and 

engaged with by others” and make “claims to professional expertise in taste and value 

within specific cultural fields” (Matthews and Maguire 2014, p.1-2). Within this group, 

reviewers and critics play a particularly relevant role because they not only potentially 

shape tastes, but also, more importantly, are structurally attuned to the tastes, priorities 

and dispositions of cultural fields (Bourdieu 1984, p.240). Critics are canaries in the 

cultural coal mine, who find success by aligning themselves and internalising the logic 

of the wider cultural field in which they operate. As Phillipa Chong writes with regard 

to literary reviewers, this involves not only judging the value of cultural texts but also 

“decid[ing] what factors are relevant for arriving at this judgement”: a process that 

“actively shapes the way books are understood by the wider reading public” (2011, 

p.65). Critics thus work to legitimate and structure cultural fields by defining not just 

key works (Lizardo 2008, p.13), but also the dominant “interpretive strategies” that 

provide guidance to readers as to which aspects of  cultural works should be given 

priority, and thus how they ought to be framed and read (Corse and Westervelt 2002, p. 

141). In other words, critics and reviewers manifest dispositions in ways that go beyond 

personal preference, and instead can be understood as both determining and determined 

by the wider cultural field.  
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 One of the most profound transformations of cultural criticism in the 

early twenty-first century has been the emergence of as new generation of influential 

publications such as n+1, The New Inquiry, Pacific Standard, The Point and revived 

versions of The Baffler and Dissent. These venues occupy a similar sociocultural niche 

to the ‘little magazines’ of the early twentieth century (Livingston qtd. in Goldstein 

2016) somewhere between academic journal and the popular press with the goal of 

‘hold[ing] a space open for criticism [in the broader sense] aimed at a general audience’ 

(Roth 2017, p. 186). However, whereas their predecessors such as The Southern Review, 

The Kenyon Review and The Sewanee Review, adopted the formalist concepts and ideals 

of New Criticism (Duvall 2009, p. 928), these new online publications are much more 

likely to make reference to Stuart Hall or Michel Foucault, Fredric Jameson or Donna 

Haraway. As such, these journals can be considered the forefront of a new cultural 

critical idiom, where questions of identity, representation and production culture are 

frequently foregrounded in cultural analysis: a space where the “guilty pleasures” of 

contemporary television are reactionary politics rather than formulaic storytelling (Chu 

2018), where a new form of hip-hop is labelled as “the soundtrack of the dissocialized 

subject that neoliberalism made” (McCarthy 2018) or a music festival is reviewed as an 

emblem of intergenerational exploitation (Samuels 2017). Nor are these examples an 

isolated phenomenon: while not distributed to a mass readership, since their advent in 

the early 2000s, these combination journal-websites have gone on “ to produce or 

support a high percentage of the most significant cultural critics and essayists of the 

next decade,” many of whom have gone to write for legacy publications (Baskin 2018). 

In recent years, the transformative impact of these new venues has been such that they 

have been described as instigating a “renaissance in cultural journalism” and a 

“reorient[ation of] intellectual life in America” (Goldstein 2016, n.p).  
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 In a less self-consciously (and self-styled) ‘intellectual’ vein, another highly 

influential manifestation of the wider critical interpretative tendency can also be found 

in the emergence of new forms of online feminism and feminist cultural commentary. 

Janice Loreck traces how highly successful feminist websites—such the Feminist 

Frequency webseries, the Jezebel website and the Rosie Recaps blog—incorporate the 

practice of feminist critique as a source of pleasure. ‘Employing the language of 

sociological and theoretical gender criticism,’ the cultural commentary of these websites 

interrogates popular cultural texts through the lens of representation and patriarchal 

structures in order to reflect upon how media forms such as videogames and serial 

television perpetuate gender inequality (Loreck 2017, p. 2). The broader reach of this 

form of cultural engagement is captured in the widespread currency of the ‘Bechdel 

Test,’ an analytic shorthand for assessing the feminist credentials of a film by 

determining whether it contains two female characters who hold a conversation that is 

not about a man. Anita Sarkeesian, the founder of Feminist Frequency, is credited with 

helping popularise the test, which has been celebrated as a form of ‘vernacular 

criticism’ that extends beyond the academy into the fan sites, YouTube videos and web-

based periodicals of the sort addressed above (Selisker 2015, p. 505-6). Such 

specifically feminist manifestations of the critical disposition thus mark another key 

cultural sites at which this approach to culture has been developed and enacted in the 

popular media. 

Casting the net even wider still, the interpretive tendencies of the critical 

disposition can be seen at work  across a broader constellation of online cultural 

commentary—utterly nebulous and massively distributed across multiple sites, 

platforms, blogs, vlogs and podcasts, from NPR and Medium, through Popmatters, 

Buzzfeed, the AV Club, and Chapo Trap House to the remnants of the post-Gawker 
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network of sites such as The Root, Splinter and the aforementioned Jezebel—which take 

up the language of capitalism, neoliberalism, power, privilege, identity, epistemology, 

imperialism, ideology  gender, and even distinction itself to make sense of culture and 

particularly popular culture. Though less explicit, this impulse also informs cultural 

commentary in more widely accessed publications and platforms, especially those with 

a left-leaning stance—such as the Guardian, the Atlantic and the New Yorker—where 

although one is unlikely to find a direct reference to the Frankfurt School (with some 

striking exceptions [Jeffries 2016; Ross 2014]), concerns with the conditions of 

production and the ideological work of neoliberalism are not uncommon. Finally, we 

might even see the shifting register of taste and judgement at work in the kitchens of the 

cultural elite where the grilled meat and fish and raw vegetables identified by Bourdieu 

as the ascetic culinary manifestation of the aesthetic disposition (1984, p. 185-90) have 

long since given way to free range, organic and fair trade products where informed taste 

takes a political form.  

From the aesthetic to the critical disposition  

From film to food to the language of cultural appraisal, we can thus get some sense of a 

broad shift in interpretative strategies taking place across a range of cultural sites: a 

novel way of appraising the meaning and value of cultural objects with reference to 

their politics, rather than their pure and abstracted form. More than ever culture is being 

understood in terms of power, rather than form: a phenomenon that has been described 

as the ‘awokening (sic)’ of pop culture (Wise 2018) as artists, authors and content 

creators across forms and platforms become increasingly aware and alert to the 

important of politics to the success of their work. Moreover, although largely produced 

in particular (primarily American) metropolitan centres, by virtue of the distributive 

reach of the internet critical interpretive strategies can achieve potentially global 
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distribution. Long gone are the days when Bourdieu could chart taste distribution within 

a bounded geographical space: as Lizardo notes cultural elites increasingly operate in in 

the context of transnational, rather than local or even national, networks (2005, p.29-30; 

2008, p.7). In practice, this means that the influence of this new interpretive formation 

is unevenly distributed: borne by the internet, but not limited to online spaces, these 

new interpretive strategies potentially take root in any number of global sites where they 

can find a receptive audience attuned to the “global popular” (During 1997). Thus, 

while they may not completely supplant the modernist-derived aesthetic criteria that 

have long dominated educated cultural opinion, championed by rising cultural elites 

active in new and online media spaces, these new reading strategies certainly constitute 

a potential challenge to that orthodoxy. 

It is in this context that I wish to return to the idea of a critical disposition as a 

way of both making sense of this new interpretive regime and its consequences, and to 

draw out parallels with the older regime of the aesthetic disposition as developed by 

Bourdieu. Like the aesthetic disposition, this new critical disposition is founded upon a 

distinct set of rules for both interpreting and judging culture. However, whereas the 

aesthetic disposition attends to form and expression, the critical disposition encounters 

texts in terms of their politics: their entanglement in wider structures of power. To read 

a text in this way is to dwell upon the ideological meanings that lurk below its surface, 

for example the manner in which it figures hierarchies of race and gender or the extent 

to which it reproduces neoliberal assumptions regarding social responsibility and 

political conflict. Despite this change in register, the critical disposition still retains the 

ability to offer judgement and to distinguish between more and less successful texts and 

can even do so with reference to the same master terms that oriented judgements 

according to the aesthetic disposition. Accordingly, as mapped out by Bourdieu, the 
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‘vulgar’ and the ‘facile’ remain emblematic examples of failed culture, (1984, p. 326, 

486), but the meaning of those key markers of taste here undergoes a profound change: 

‘vulgarity’ is now a matter of insufficient respect for fellow subjects, rather than an 

embrace of the tawdry and excessive; and the relative ‘difficulty’ to which sophisticated 

tastes aspire is as likely to be measured in terms of the representation of hard political 

truths as formal complexity and experimentation.  

Furthermore, like the aesthetic disposition before it, the critical disposition can 

also be understood as particularly well suited to engaging with a particular set of texts—

in conjunction with which it appears as the natural and best-suited way to engage 

themiii—but should not be understood as limited to those texts. As much, if not more 

than the aesthetic disposition, the critical disposition is transposable, and can therefore 

read almost any object, artefact or texts in terms of its status as a social and political act. 

Again, this is not about what texts are consumed, but how they are consumed. Social 

media algorithms, dating apps, san serif typography, landscape architecture: all can now 

take on a political valence. Where once a text might have been rejected on the grounds 

of being shallow, crude, boring or derivative, in terms of the critical disposition a text 

might be rejected because it is racist or oppressive. This is not, however, a return to the 

reading practices that Bourdieu associates with ‘popular taste’ where characters are 

encountered and judged as real subjects (1984, p. 44-7). The critical disposition is not a 

naïve form of reading. Instead, it retains the distance of the aesthetic mode, whereby the 

work is treated as a construction rather than a window, but differs from it in that 

political and ethical aspects of construction are prioritised over purely aesthetic 

concerns. To those who are sympathetic, the critical disposition can thus appear as a 

dialectical synthesis of both naïve and pure dispositions that retains the ethical and 
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social commitment of naïve reading in combination with the interpretive sophistication 

of the “pure” gaze.  

Here then we see how the interpretive framework of the aesthetic disposition, 

premised in terms such as the admiration of complexity, refinement or radical novelty, 

can give way to a new interpretive framework orientated towards ideas of equality and 

justice as criteria for cultural discernment. The critical disposition marks the re-

articulation of the openness and tolerance that are operative in the omnivorous 

disposition in terms of consumption choices, into more directly political terms: it is not 

simply the cultural consumer who refuses to discriminate, the text is now also expected 

to manifest a progressive orientation. No longer do socially cosmopolitan and culturally 

eclectic attitudes simply co-exist, as noted by Bennett (2010, p. 113), but with the 

critical disposition, they now intermingle such that particular forms of political 

judgement come to function as prominent aspects of aesthetic evaluation. The critical 

disposition thus marks the articulation of explicit political concerns to matters of taste: a 

turning outwards from the text itself to its entanglement with the wider world.  To adopt 

the critical disposition is therefore to criticise the latest Hollywood blockbuster for its 

reproduction of regressive gender politics or celebration of the market, rather than its 

formulaic narratives. To read, discuss and value the cultural aspects of one’s life 

according to the critical disposition is to do so on the basis of their politics.  

The privileged disposition and institutions of education  

At this stage, a reader might be forgiven for asking ‘what’s the problem here?’ After all, 

if there’s any downside to my account so far, you might think it’s naïve optimism 

regarding the wider influence of many of the key arguments and interventions of 

cultural studies (this is almost certainly true to some extent). However, what should not 

be lost sight of at this point is Bourdieu’s foundational observation that a disposition is 
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not just a mode of interpretation: it is also deeply rooted in privilege and power. To 

argue that critical reading strategies are a disposition (and not simply an alternative 

mode of cultural interpretation) is to argue that they can work to secure social status and 

legitimate social stratification. Dispositions do not operate autonomously, nor do they 

emerge in purely idealistic contexts. Rather, they are part of a wider system of social 

stratification: most immediately by virtue of their connection to institutions of higher 

education. 

 For Bourdieu it went without saying that education apparatus would cultivate an 

aesthetic disposition in students: he argues that the more education one has, the more 

likely one is adopt the aesthetic over the naïve gaze (1984, p. 35). However, it is not 

natural or universal that the education system will automatically impart formal lessons 

regarding culture. It is entirely possible for higher education to “produce homogeneity 

in habits of cultural perception and appreciation within educated strata” (Lizardo 2008, 

p.19) on the basis of non-aesthetic habits. And indeed, if we consider the dominant 

paradigms of cultural criticism in the contemporary university, this is what we find: a 

shift away from formally-orientated modes of cultural engagement. The university has 

changed over the past four decades: not least in terms of how the social role of culture is 

understood and taught. These changes have been given many names from ‘theory’ to 

‘cultural studies’ to ‘critique.’ In the humanities and social sciences these shifts have 

been broadly understood in terms of well-worn narratives such as the ‘theory wars’ or 

‘humanities in crisis,’ familiar now to the point of cliché, that have accompanied the 

quantifiable decline of formalist methods in subjects such as English to be replaced by 

social, theoretical, and critical approaches (Goldstone and Underwood 2014, p. 373-8).  

Perhaps nowhere has this change been as dramatic as in Literary Studies, the 

discipline formerly known as English, which ‘has practically disappeared from many 
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higher-education institutions’ (English 2008, p. 126): this change has been so dramatic 

as to be described in terms of a Kuhnian paradigm shift (Easthope 1991, p. 3-5). 

However, this change is far from limited to English programs alone, rather: 

The Theory era swept through the entire American university system, affecting not 

only literature departments but units across the humanities and social sciences, 

changing patterns and practices of teaching not only in the liberal arts but also in 

schools of educations (producing, from there, carryover effects to the K-12 

classroom), colleges of communication and media (thereby making its way into 

newspapers, television), programs in art, architecture, and art history …From the 

United States this things called ‘Theory’ bounced back and forth to Europe, filed 

up and down the Americas, went out to Africa, South Asia, East Asia, and returned 

from those places (Hayot 2017, p. 280) 

In many quarters the rise of these new approaches has been understood as part of a zero-

sum game, where the waning of traditional forms of scholarship has been blamed upon 

the predatory advent of disciplines such as cultural studies in the academy: ‘as if the 

House of Aesthetics had been wronged by the House of Cultural Studies’ (Berube 2004, 

p. 3; see also Felski 2004, p. 28-43). Indeed, Stuart Hall places the emergence of 

cultural studies in the context of ‘a crisis in the humanities’ (1990, p. 11, italics in 

original); a point echoed by Bill Readings, in The University in Ruins, where he argues 

that advent of critical practices and the study of popular culture should be understood as 

an effect of the ‘decline of literature’ (1996, p. 87).  

Regardless of how this causality is understood—cultural studies launches an 

unprovoked attack on older disciplines or moves to a fill the institutional niche they 

have vacated—the emergence of cultural studies as a mode of cultural analysis and 

engagement has been one of the defining features of humanities in the late twentieth and 

early twenty-first centuries. Heralded as early as 1982, celebrations (and 

condemnations) of the ‘rise of cultural studies,’ have been ongoing ever since and 
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continue to this day (Jones 1982, p. 85, Murdock 1989, p. 436, Denning 1992, Artful 

Dodger 1995, p. 120, Rojek and Turner 2000, p. 631, Lash 2007, p. 69, Ang 2011, p. 

783) in 2017, The New Yorker published an article titled Stuart Hall and the Rise of 

Cultural Studies (Hsu 2017). Though in the current moment—marked as it is by anxiety 

regarding the shuttering of programs and teeth-gnashing regarding the state of the field 

(Hickey 2017)—it may seem ignorant at best, and somehow traitorous at worse, it 

certainly seems quite clear that in some way cultural studies has succeeded, in the 

academy at least.  

One of the major consequences of this victory (of sorts) has been a shift in the 

predominant forms of textual engagement taught in universities. The growing influence 

of cultural studies, and allied approaches in affiliated disciplines, meant that cultural 

objects would no longer be approached primarily as formalist works, but instead as 

constellations of identity, ideology and materiality. For example, writing in 1993, 

Naomi Schor wrote that ‘the rise of cultural studies [that phrase again] made … earlier 

debates seem like quaint relics of a more innocent, neoformalist past.’ (1993, p. 3). As a 

consequence, in the context of the twenty-first century university, to interpret a text in 

terms of form over representation could appear to be not just fusty and out-of-date, but 

foolishly naïve and even dangerously reactionary. What we see then is a decline in an 

older model of aesthetic interpretation premised in a particular reading of the Kantian 

philosophy of disinterestedness (Guillory 1993, p. 332-3); and in its place we find a new 

means for making sense of our cultural context: one that finds its origin in certain forms 

of ideology and critical representation theory, in an odd mix of Stuart Hall, bell hooks, 

Michel Foucault, Edward Said, Laura Mulvey, Judith Butler, Roland Barthes and even 

Bourdieu himselfiv: in short in cultural studies. As the earlier ascendance of Kantian 

interpretive models informed the development of the aesthetic disposition, the critical 
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disposition can be understood as an expression of the rise of cultural studies and 

associated critical methods in the academy and beyond. Put crudely, then, the critical 

disposition is what happens when the indication of a university education is no longer 

familiarity with Kant (or Keats), but rather Bourdieu (or Butler). 

In the era of cultural studies ascendant, the mark of education is therefore no 

longer an affinity for blank verse, but rather an penchant for variants of critical 

deconstruction. Drawing these connections back to shifts in pedagogical priorities 

highlights how the critical disposition is not simply a change in dominant interpretive 

strategies, but also a shift in the manifestation of cultural capital as conferred through 

engagement with institutions of higher education. No matter how much we might wish 

it to be otherwise, education—including that which we impart ourselves as teachers of 

cultural studies—is not simply a means to develop socially, politically and culturally 

productive awareness, but also a means of distinguishing sanctioned from unsanctioned 

forms of knowledge: ‘Educational and cultural institutions, along with the many 

positive things they do, also help to discipline and police this boundary’ (Hall 1981, p. 

236). To apprehend critique as a disposition is to foreground this relationship between 

modes of knowledge and the educational privilege that allows those modes to be first 

encountered and then internalised: to consider how knowing, applying and embodying 

critique as a seemingly natural way of engaging the world can also manifest as a form 

of educationally-sanctioned power. This does not mean that critique is somehow 

inherently corrupted by virtue of its incorporation in the education apparatus and that 

this is our fault. Rather what needs to be addressed and understood is how the 

transformation of a mode of interpretation into a disposition can act to rearticulate its 

social function.  
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From interpretation to disposition  

The passage from a mode of interpretation into a disposition is not necessarily marked 

by a change in the intentions or actions of those who exercise the disposition, nor by 

some objective shift in the way the disposition is exercised. As Bourdieu makes clear, 

those who exercise a disposition do not do so self-consciously, because it is a form of 

deeply habituated and embodied cultural capital that is ‘internalise[d],’ but not ‘brought 

to … consciousness’ (1984, p. 66). Thus, although in Distinction the aesthetic 

disposition appears as little more than a method by which to demonstrate and affirm 

status, this does not mean it is understood in these strategic terms by its adherents and 

apologists. Instead, for those who remain invested in the schema, the idea of aesthetics 

speaks to a deeply edifying, complex and essential aspect of cultural objects. To those 

who are sympathetic, to encounter an object in aesthetic terms is to open oneself to all 

manner of possibilities from enlightenment to transcendence, political transformation to 

sublime self-erasure. 

 A disposition should not therefore be understood as a conscious or strategic act, 

but rather a way of accounting for the social effects of differing modes of cultural 

consumption. The idea of a disposition is thus premised on an emphasis of the 

heteronomous (rather than autonomous) nature of cultural texts: the extent to which 

they are bound up in wider cultural contexts. In fact, as Jacques Rancière argues in his 

critique of Bourdieu, the distinction model understands cultural acts as entirely 

heteronomous, such that art and culture are robbed of all meaning beyond their ability to 

confer privilege and “aesthetic difference thus turn[s] out to be a mere sublimation and 

concealment of social difference” (Rancière 2004, p. 191; 2015, p.15). From such a 

perspective, any pleasure or fulfilment experienced by those who engage in such forms 

of cultural interpretation is not a product of aesthetic experience of a given cultural 
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object, but rather the indirect experience of their own ‘cultural capital’ (Guillory 1993, 

p. 333). The aesthetic interpretation of culture becomes at best a form of self-deception 

and at worse the exercise of brute social dominance.  

However, as has been noted on multiple occasions (Guillory 1993, p. 335. Frow 

1996, p. 38, Shusterman 2002, p. 223, Bennet 2010, p. 261),v while this account may 

accurately describe an important aspect of aesthetic consumption, it does not exhaust 

such interpretation. Bourdieu is not (explicitly) denying that aesthetics can serve other 

ends beyond distinction, and indeed he would actively defend the cultural, social and 

political necessity of aesthetic autonomy later in his career (2003). Thus, while 

Bourdieu presents a very strong case that art and culture are not entirely autonomous—

as they are often thought to be—it does not then follow that they are therefore entirely 

heteronomous: entirely reducible to an expression of the socio-political. Indeed, as 

Rancière argues, the dominant concept of contemporary culture, what he refers to as the 

‘aesthetic regime of art,’ is premised on the fact that the aesthetics is simultaneously 

autonomous and heteronomous (2011, p. 115-133): both separate from the world and 

inextricably tied up with it. The shift from a mode of interpretation is therefore not 

some absolute, objective shift in a practice of cultural consumption from autonomy to 

heteronomy. Instead, it is a description of the heteronomous social function a mode of 

cultural interpretation can come to play under particular social conditions where—even 

against the express intentions of those involved—it can enact and reinforce social 

divisions. 

Understood in this way, Bourdieu’s model of distinction is not a statement about 

a fundamental quality of aesthetics, but rather the observation of a function that art and 

aesthetics come to serve in the twentieth (and twenty-first) century as a consequence of 

their deep entanglement with structures of social privilege. As Bourdieu himself argues, 
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the establishment of the aesthetic as a distinguished disposition does not unveil an 

eternal truth about a formalist orientation towards culture, but instead marks an actual 

historical transformation in its social function (1999, p. 258-66). More specifically, an 

aesthetic orientation to the world only comes to function as a marker of distinction in 

the context of a particular historical moment in which its heteronomous function 

predominates, partially due to its alignment with the priorities and practices of the 

educational apparatusvi. The establishment of the aesthetic disposition thus marks a 

historical movement from aesthetics as means of understanding to means of distinction: 

no longer only a way of making sense of the world, but also a way of contesting, 

securing and displaying cultural capital. No longer simply a form of pleasure or insight, 

so transformed, aesthetics became a historically specific game by which to secure power 

and a potential tool of domination.  

The same is true of the movement from critical interpretation to critical 

disposition, which is likewise not marked by a shift in either intentions or execution. 

Instead, the emergence of the critical disposition is a result of its aforementioned 

implication in the institutions of higher education and its consequent imbrication in 

systems of social privilege and distinction.  Understood as a disposition, critical reading 

functions not (just) as a means of insight, but also as a manifestation of distinction 

between hierarchically organised social groups: as both a mark and mobilisation of 

educational privilege. This is not a result of the intentions or motivations of those who 

adopt this disposition, because as part of the habitus the exercise of the critical 

disposition is experienced as instinctive and proper, not as a strategic performance. Nor 

is the critical disposition exercised (in most cases) with conscious reference to one’s 

education: part of the naturalisation of a disposition is the forgetting of the conditions of 

acquisition (1984, p. 3, 1993, p. 256). Therefore, it should not be expected to manifest 
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through the direct citation of Haraway or Jameson, for example (such a display would 

appear disruptively ostentatious), but rather the adoption of a method of cultural 

engagement that is loosely framed by the same principles. 

The privilege of critique  

This, then, I argue is the same process that occurs with respect to critique in the rise of 

the critical disposition: the (always partial) transformation of critique from a means of 

insight and intervention into a means of displaying and experiencing privilege. 

Interpreting the increasing influence of critical reading strategies through the lens of 

Bourdieu’s model of distinction and disposition allows us to understand how the 

manifestation of critical reading strategies beyond the academy is more than just a shift 

in interpretive patterns, but also a transformation in the manifestation of cultural capital. 

Such a perspective sheds light on not only the social distribution of critique, but also 

where, how and why opposition to it emerges. Like the aesthetic disposition before it, 

regardless of the intentions of those involved, the critical disposition can function as a 

demonstration of social status that works to secures privilege by drawing on a 

specialised and unevenly-distributed interpretive framework. A major consequence is 

that questions of critique thereby become implicated in debates over elitism in a manner 

traditionally reserved for fine art, high-brow culture and other aspects of sophisticated 

living. Thus, in the (predominantly Anglophone) cultural contexts in which the 

criticaldisposition manifests it is no longer so much a knowledge of Shakespeare or the 

Modernist Avant-Garde that is thought to mark out the elite, but instead a concern with 

progressive representation and structural injustices. The elites are no longer thought to 

be hoity-toity, now they are touchy-feely.  

As with so many aspects of contemporary politics, the rawest manifestation of 

this phenomena emerged during the 2016 American Presidential election, where the 
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Democratic Party candidate Hilary Clinton was repeatedly framed as out of touch from 

the American people not because of any patrician tastes, but because of an explicit 

commitment to “identity politics” and topics such as “intersectionality” (Isenburg 2016, 

p.xiii-xv; Nagel 2017, p.68) (This can be tellingly compared to Barack Obama’s 

“arugula-gate” incident in 2007, where candidate Obama was decried as elitist in a more 

traditional sense due to his fondness for ‘fancy’ salad greens [Zengerle 2014].) In 

contrast, despite his vast wealth, her opponent Donald Trump successfully framed 

himself as a man of the people not just through a fondness for fast food and uncouth 

language, but also explicitly via a rejection of cultural politics framed in terms of 

“political correctness” (Isenburg 2016, p.xix—xxi). These attitudes are echoed more 

broadly in associated online cultures often grouped together under the name of the “alt-

Right,” where opposition to the progressive cultural politics that inform critical reading 

strategies is frequently framed as the transgression or subversion of dominant elite 

cultures (Nagle, 2017, p.28-31). In such spaces, a new language of “virtue-signalling” 

and “social justice warriors” becomes tangled up in a dismissal of elites construed as 

liberal or cosmopolitan. In such a word view, what is thought to divide elites from the 

common people is no longer high culture, but a critical orientation towards the world 

that frequently manifests in terms of cultural interpretation. 

The standard response in Left circles has been to deny the validity of such 

claims (after all, it hardly feels like we’re the elite). Such a response, however, is too 

quick to deny the possibility of that for many critique is, indeed, experienced in terms of 

a disposition and therefore is experienced as an act of exclusion. At its worst, critique 

can become thereby caught up in contests of cultural capital: a competitive endeavour to 

accrue status within a field by demonstrating one’s facility with political meaning rather 

than as a means of understanding and transforming the world. Rather than operating as a 
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means to consider and discuss how structures of power shape our cultural consumption, 

once critique becomes a disposition it can be played as a game: one that manifests in 

competitive demonstrations of the ultimate unmasking of power that lurks behind texts; 

the apportioning and reapportioning of blame to those who do not adequately grasp the 

relevant forms of power structures; or expressions of shock and repulsion that other 

people could read, watch, play, or listen to that (don’t they know how reactionary it is?). 

(Fisher 2013; Editors 2018; Nagle 2017, p.77). As a disposition, the pleasure of such 

interpretations becomes less about revelation and understanding and more about the 

indirect experience of one’s own educationally-sanctioned power. Such actions make 

sense when critique comes to operate as a disposition, because by withholding it and 

making use of it as a sorting tool—as a way of marking differences between people and 

groups who have access or not—then it becomes more valuable to those who do hold it. 

For those who do not have access to such forms of cultural engagement, the exercise of 

the critical disposition can then be experienced as a form of contempt (even when not 

intended as such).  

In the last instance, then, the question of contempt is absolutely central to the 

contemporary manifestation of the critical disposition, because it speaks to how critique 

can be experienced by those on the outside: critical interpretation as a means to identify 

and denounce the non-educated (and the poverty of their naïve and insufficient cultural 

choices): a way for the educated to separate themselves, (ourselves), out from the 

uneducated by expressing disdain for their choices. In such instances, a critical reading 

is not just an attempt to account for the function of power in a cultural texts, but also a 

disavowal of the cultural and social (and perhaps even political) choices of those 

perceived as others: a sign of their inherent unworthiness, rather than as a consequence 

of unevenly distributed access to education. In such moments, we threaten to write off 
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those who cannot articulate their relation to culture in critical terms because they have 

been shut out of higher education for reasons that can be both structural and personal: 

exactly those who cultural studies has historically sought to engage with. Thus 

transformed the critical disposition is no longer very good at identifying where power 

lies, and is instead experienced by those who lack access to it as a manifestation of a 

privileged culture that they are outside of. Moreover, when critique comes to function as 

a disposition, it creates the conditions where it may be perceived and thereby dismisses 

as elitist. This then might go some way to understanding how and why so many reject 

cultural critique, in its many forms, as an alien and hostile way of understanding the 

world; because for them it is not experienced as a good faith form of analysing and 

understanding the cultural aspects of the world, but rather an indirect mobilisation of 

privilege as a means of domination.  

To be absolutely clear in conclusion, I am not arguing that critique so 

transformed is emptied of positive purpose, or that any challenge to critique needs to be 

treated as inherently legitimate. Nor am I suggesting that the critical disposition is 

evidence of some sort of flaw or limitation in cultural studies that needs to be correct 

via some turn to a purported “real” politics (whatever that might be). This is not one of 

those stories about cultural studies straying from some proper path. What I do seek to 

emphasise is a very real need to be aware of how elements of disposition and 

distinction– the whiff of privilege –increasingly hang over, determine, and maybe even 

over-determine the mobilisation of critique. Like aesthetics before it, even as a 

disposition, critique remains capable of saying powerful and progressive things about 

the world. However, the rise of the critical disposition makes it necessary think 

carefully about how to unpack and engage with critique’s possible role as a form of 

distinction. This is particularly important in the context of cultural studies, because of 
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the role the rise of the field has played in the development of the critical disposition, and 

how the institutionalisation of cultural studies in the educational apparatus makes the 

critical disposition possible.  

This should not be read, however, as a consequence of the ascendance of the rise 

of the wrong kind of cultural studies—I have no interest nor claim to adjudicate as to 

what cultural studies should or should not be—but rather as a product of the success of 

the field more broadly. As an intellectual formation, cultural studies seems to spend so 

much time poring over what is understood as its failure or decline, that it fails to take 

stock of its accomplishments. Subsequently, there is a lack of coming to terms with the 

complications and unforeseen consequences of the field’s influence. One small way we 

might begin to respond to the situation, then, is to understand and acknowledge how the 

institutionalisation of our field may impact upon the social function of our pedagogy 

and our practice. A large part of the power of aesthetic disposition was the manner in 

which it presented itself as natural and accessible to all and thereby denied its role as a 

product of institutional power. We repeat this manoeuvre when we efface the traces of 

cultural studies’ influence in the educational apparatus. By forgetting the conditions of 

its own production, a discipline naturalises the privileges it confers, rather than opening 

up the door to new participants. In order to minimise this possibility, critique needs to 

remain ever alert to the privileged conditions of its creation and dissemination as a 

means to recognize and extend the reach of our pedagogy by acknowledging the social 

power of the critical disposition.  
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i Christopher Castiglia has recently used the same term, critical disposition, in a similar 

discussion (2017). His use, however, is more general not tied to the work of Bourdieu and 

the conceptual apparatus it conveys. Therefore, while his suggestions for new forms of 

critique align productively with my arguments in the conclusion, I will not be dealing with 

his use of the concept at any length. 

ii Rather than ask direction questions about on what grounds people appreciate cultural works, 

Bourdieu infers these interpretive practices from accounts of what his subjects deem to be or 

not be “photogenic” (35). Thus although dispositions are argued to be transposable, he 

nonetheless determines their existence by working backwards from what he determines to be 

the reading strategies that are necessary for the understanding and enjoyment of particular 

texts. 

iii In Bourdieu’s work beyond Distinction, he argues the aesthetic disposition finds in 

complement in the “artistic field” which produces cultural objects that correspond to the 

interpretive habits of the aesthetic dispositions in ways that are mutually reinforcing 

(1993, p. 254-266). Accordingly, given the parallels I am drawing with the aesthetic 

disposition, we could expect to find a similar form of aligned “critical” production in the 

case of the critical disposition, whereby cultural texts are produced that cater to, reinforce 

and validate the interpretive habits of the critical viewer.  While I do not have space to 

explore such shifts in production here, I would suggest that recent scholarship on shows 

such as Orange is the New Black (and The Wire before it) are indicative of the extent to 

which such texts incorporate critical perspectives at the instance of production (Enck and 

Morrissey 2015, Schwan 2016, Symes 2017). 
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iv In many ways, the critical disposition resembles nothing so much as Bourdieu’s own criteria 

for assessing and interpreting culture which is premised in “sociological demystification of 

this experience” (Brown and Szeman 2000, p. 4): a mode of engagement we can expand to 

account for the pleasure of critical reading more generally, whereby one uncovers the 

politics and power that lurk below the surface of a text.  

v For example, John Frow writes that Bourdieu is “radically reductive” in “assign[ing] a single 

and exclusive function to cultural practice, and to assume that the work of the text is 

exhausted in this function” (1996, p. 38); John Guillory argues that Bourdieu account of 

aesthetic judgement as a ‘fetishisation’ silences the role of aesthetic experience (1993, p. 

335); and Tony Bennett characterises Bourdieu’s singular explanation of aesthetics in term 

of social class and ideology as a “limitation” that prevents an “account of the distinctive 

forms of truth which characterize aesthetic discourse” (2001, p. 261). 

vi Bourdieu’s account of “The Historical Genesis of a Pure Aesthetic” places more emphasis 

upon the shifting nature of the artistic field and artistic production rather than the 

education apparatus in the formation of the aesthetic disposition as a mode of engagement 

(1999, p. 254-266). This makes sense when considered it as a way of seeing, rather than a 

form of privilege. In order to account for that privilege, however it becomes necessary to 

focus upon the role of education, as indeed Bourdieu does in Distinction.  


